ABSTRACT
The information technology used on teaching already running few years, now the information technology become maturation. With the global information website to set teaching source website and help teaching already get some effects. But till now the teaching source website contents form do not standardize. Right now our country impulse to use teaching source website and hereunder the problems that teachers have: 1. Every teaching source website assortment is different. 2. It can not set a completed evaluated system. Even though there are many informations on the net but in it there are very few contents for children and teen-ager. On the website teachers can not find the information which are directly connected to the students learning course, so teachers have to spend more time on the website to search and sort the data. To absolve the above problems, we design the teaching source website to meet teachers need, and offer more simple way to let teacher easy to find what they need. After all if the website included more details about teaching contents it will lead the teaching become more perfect. This search is based on questionnaire for 9-year integrated curriculum user-oriented needed. To set the content management system and offer some suggestions for nine-year integrated curriculum reference. The goal of my search are: 1. Discussing the content and function of nine-year integrated curriculum content management system. 2. To set nine-year integrated curriculum content management system to meet teacher's requirement. 3. Evaluate this search as if it meet teacher's requirement and concluded the results. This search also offer the proposal for nine-year integrated curriculum content management system's reference and teaching source website. Keywords: user-oriented, content management system, nine-year integrated curriculum.